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Stressless® and Ekornes® are worldwide registered 
trademarks owned by Ekornes ASA, Norway.

Retailer:

EKORNES AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Environmental responsibility. Ekornes takes responsibility for the environmental impact 
caused by the manufacturing, distribution, use and destruction of the company’s products. 
Over a long period the company has implemented measures at its manufacturing plants to 
improve the internal and external environment, while also selecting more environment-
friendly raw materials. The sustainable manufacture of products with a long useful lifespan 
will continue to be an objective in the future development of the company.

To achieve this Ekornes has chosen to include its environmental policy in the company’s 
objectives and values document. The following key principles shall be complied with in all 
parts of our business:

• Ekornes shall be perceived as an environment-friendly company. Our products shall  
 have as little impact as possible on the environment.
• Ekornes aims to minimise the health risk experienced by employees in the workplace. 
• Ekornes invests to avoid damage to the environment and to health.
• Environmental information shall be freely available, eg through environmental   
 product declarations (EPD).
• Ekornes shall accurately and openly publish information about how the company  
 handles its environmental responsibility.  

For more information regarding specifi c measures we have implemented or are planning, 
you can download a longer version of our environmental policy document from 
www.ekornes.co.uk.

www.stressless.co.uk
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Every handcrafted Stressless® has a story. And each of those stories begin and end 

with the word “comfort”. Making the world’s fi nest recliners involves thinking and 

rethinking that word through 30 years. Sure we care about looks and style, just fl ip 

through these pages and see for yourself. But what it all comes down to in the end, is 

how your body reacts when seated. And that’s where a Stressless® shines so bright it 

might lead to a lifelong relationship.

You see: Every detail in a Stressless® is there for a reason. Their sole purpose is to make 

you as comfortable as possible. In our quest to make the ultimate recliner, we have 

invented technologies that puts a Stressless® two steps ahead. Like the Plus System, 

the Stressless® wheel and the patented headrest. But enough talk: The only way to 

fully understand the diff erence they make, is to go out and try one. Today. 

STRESSLESS® – THE COMFORT STORY
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Does the height and width of 
the recliner fi t you perfectly? 

Is the footrest the right distance 
away to give maximum support for 

the length of your legs? 

Do the recliner and footstool 
follow your every move? 

Does the recliner’s gliding 
movement easily adapt to 

suit your weight? 

Does it provide good lumbar 
support in all positions? 

Can you lie down, read or watch 
TV – and always feel that your 

neck is supported comfortably? 

Is it possible to adjust the 
headrest so that it is fl at in 

the reclining position? 

Do you have the feeling that 
the back of the recliner 

reclines suffi  ciently? 

Does the recliner feel stable 
and safe? 

Do you notice how your 
whole body relaxes?

It would be unfair to tailor the world’s most most comfortable recliners and 

sofas to fi t just one type of people. That’s why most Stressless® designs are 

available in up to three sizes, to suit diff erent weights and builds. Visually, the 

diff enrences are subtle, but sit down and you’ll realize that a recliner to fi t your 

body makes all the diff erence. 

One way to fi nd your perfect recliner, is to take our Comfort test. It only takes 

a few minutes, and guides you through the world of advantages and patented 

features a Stressless® off ers. It’s worth investing some time in a more 

comfortable way of life.

FITS LIKE A GLOVE 

 S

STRESSLESS® SUNRISE SMALL STRESSLESS® SUNRISE MEDIUM STRESSLESS® SUNRISE LARGE

Stressless® Sunrise Small, Stressless® Sunrise Medium and  Stressless® Sunrise large are shown in Paloma Lilac/Natural.  Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

 M  L
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DISCOVER THE SECRETS OF PERSONAL COMFORT The foam is moulded directly over 

a steel frame, which provides a proper 

contour for your body and guarantees 

that the cushions are long-lasting and 

comfortable.

A soft polyurethane foam pad ensures 

optimum softness.

The pad of soft polyurethane foam is 

covered by a layer of super-soft polyester 

fi bre for a real touch of luxury.

Flexo springs on a steel frame ensure 

durable construction and strength.

The Plus™ system automatically 

provides correct support for your head 

and lower back. The function is double-

sided for maximum stability, functionality 

and lifetime use.

Only genuine top-grain leather covers the 

front and back of Stressless® chairs.

The Stressless® glide system 

automatically adjusts to your body weight 

with no buttons or levers to pull.

The two-stem base off ers far smoother 

turning and stability than the one-stem 

swivels fi tted on most recliners.

The concealed swivel ring means 

you can easily turn full circle. And the 

gracefully curved shape of the base is 

designed for great strength and 

durability.

GLIDES TO PERFECTION

A Stressless® is a mechanical wonder. Why should we put less eff ort in making the perfect 

footstool? You might not have noticed, but as you lie back in a recliner, your legs move slightly 

forward and your feet move down. A genuine Stressless® footstol doesn’t let this go unnoticed. 

It automatically tilts and lowers your feet, to maximize the comfort. The patented, built-in glide 

function makes the world’s most comfortable recliner even more comfortable. What’s more, 

you can lock the position and use it as an occasional seat.

The patented Stressless® 
Plus™ system 
automatically adjusts the 
headrest as you recline 
– supporting your neck 
while reading, watching TV 
and resting.

Anatomically correct 
lumbar support in all 
positions – synchronizes 
with the neck support 
function as part 
of the Stressless® Plus™ 
system.

The sleep function is 
activated with one simple 
movement to lay the 
headrest fl at.

For unbeatable comfort, 
you set the Stressless® 
wheel once and change 
your sitting position by 
using your body weight.

The Stressless® footstool 
is freestanding to fi t all leg 
lengths and the top 
follows your  movements 
thanks to its built-in glide 
function.

Stressless® Dream recliner shown in Classic Vanilla/Wenge.  
Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.
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STRESSLESS® BLUES MEDIUM (M)

STRESSLESS® BLUES LARGE (L)

STRESSLESS® BLUES – A PHRASE RECOINED

Stylish, sleek, soft, sophisticated: 

Stressless® Blues rests as well in the 

captain’s lounge as it does in your 

living room. The follow-up to last years 

award-winning design Stressless® 

Jazz, the Stressless® Blues is our new 

top-of-the-line recliner. With all the 

patented Stressless® features, it 

combines a sleek steel frame and a 

more classical Stressless® design to 

create a new fusion of comfort and 

style. Staying home with the blues 

has never felt this good.

Stressless® Blues Small are Stressless® Blues Medium recliners shown in Paloma Lilac/Natural.  Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.
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STRESSLESS® PARADISE MEDIUM
LOW BACK

Stressless® Paradise sofas shown in Oasis Violet/Wenge. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

This year, we introduce a selection of Stressless® sofas available 

in two sizes. The seat depth, adjustable backs and choice between 

high or low backs stay the same. It’s the width we’ve adjusted, so 

that even more Stressless® lovers can get one to fi t the living room. 

Applies to the models Paradise, Space and Pegasus.

SOFAS WITH ADDED FLEXIBILITY

STRESSLESS® PARADISE LARGE
LOW BACK
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STRESSLESS® VISION (S)
STRESSLESS® DREAM (M)
STRESSLESS® SPIRIT (L)

STRESSLESS® PARADISE MEDIUM 
STRESSLESS® PARADISE LARGE

HIGH BACK

STRESSLESS® PARADISE MEDIUM 
STRESSLESS® PARADISE LARGE

LOW BACK

Stressless® Paradise sofas and Stressless® Dream recliner shown in Classic Vanilla/Wenge.  Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

Stressless® sofas and recliners are just like families – they come in many shapes and sizes. In 

a family home, a corner set-up, where every seat  has an individually adjustable back, soon 

becomes both a playground and a cosy retreat. It’s often the best spot for some of those 

unforgettable moments in life.  

You can be sure that a Stressless® sofa with individually adjustable backs can cater to your 

individual needs, while still being a gathering point   for everyone. Join the comfort family 

today.

FRIEND OF THE FAMILY
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STRESSLESS® ORION (M)
STRESSLESS® TAURUS (L)

STRESSLESS® ARION 2007
HIGH BACK

STRESSLESS® ARION 2007
LOW BACK STRESSLESS® ARION 2007 MC 23

Stressless® Arion MC23 shown in Paloma Chilli Red/steel. Stressless® Double ottoman. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

So you think a corner setup is just for those ballroom-sized livingrooms? 

Stressless®gives you the fl exibility to choose between a number of combinations, 

to fi t virtually any living space. Add the accessories that suit you, from armrest 

tables to footstools with built-in glide function. All setups have individually 

adjustable seat backs, and a choice between high or low backs.

ALL CORNERS COVERED 

The combinations are also available with the following models: 

Stressless® Arion 2007 Stressless® Eldorado 2007

Stressless® Granada 2007 Stressless® Paradise

Stressless® Space  Stressless® Wave.

BC 23, 

L: 351

BC 22, 

L: 287

MC 23, 

L: 336 

BC 22, 

L: 287
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Stressless® Arion 2007 sofas shown in Natura Marine/steel hoops. 
Stressless® Taurus recliner shown in Paloma Navy/Natural.

Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.
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STRESSLESS® JAZZ MEDIUM (M)
STRESSLESS® JAZZ LARGE (L)

Stressless® Jazz Large recliner shown in Paloma Chilli Red. Ekornes® Jazz corner table. 
Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

THE GRACE OF JAZZ

Stressless® Jazz is a harmonious fusion 

of function and comfort that we’ve spent 

35 years refi ning. Our design team 

developed its elegant lines, smooth 

surfaces and stainless steel curves to 

sit comfortably in the most contemporary 

of living spaces. And, of course, with our 

trademark Stressless® comfort, 

Stressless® Jazz strikes just the right 

note.

The Stressless® Jazz and its footstool 

can be adjusted to match your height. 

Adding or removing any of the three 

rings on the base allows you to choose 

between low, medium or high settings.
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Stressless® Space sofa and Stressless® Jazz regliners shown in Batick Snow/steel legs. Ekornes® Jazz sofatable. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.
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STRESSLESS® ORION (M)
STRESSLESS® TAURUS (L)

STRESSLESS® SPACE  MEDIUM
STRESSLESS® SPACE  LARGE

LOW BACK

STRESSLESS® SPACE  MEDIUM
STRESSLESS® SPACE  LARGE

HIGH BACK

Stressless® Space shown in fabric Natura ...... with steel hoops. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

TAKE IT TO A NEW HIGH

Sofas serve diff erent purposes. Some are for 

lounging back and watching television, others 

are for welcoming guests around the table, or 

just long, lazy afternoons. Whatever your 

demands are, we have the right model to meet 

them. The choice between high and low backs, 

for example.
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Stressless® Royal  Medium and 
Stressless® Royal  Large are 

shown in Paloma Black/Black.
Our complete range of models is 

shown on pages 62-67.

HEAVEN IS A TWIST AWAY

A Stressless® is constructed to be 

more stable, to recline further and to 

adjust smoother. It’s simply  stretches 

that extra inch our customers have 

come to expect. 

That means it’s more responsive to 

the way your body moves. You never 

have to force it to do anything – move, 

and it moves with you. Your key to it 

all is the Stressless® wheel. Adjust its 

grip to suit your personal needs, and 

leave it that way.

Thanks to the patented two-stem 

base, you can swivel 360 degrees and 

never feel a hint of unstability.

STRESSLESS® ROYAL MEDIUM (M)
STRESSLESS® ROYAL LARGE (L)
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Stressless® Granada is shown in Paloma Sand/Natural. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

STRESSLESS® TAMPA (S)
STRESSLESS® RENO (M)
STRESSLESS® VEGAS (L)

STRESSLESS® GRANADA 2007
HIGH BACK

 STRESSLESS® GRANADA 2007
LOW BACK

SIZE MATTERS

We keep coming back to sizes. 

That’s because we can not 

underline enough the 

importance of fi nding a sofa or 

recliner that’s practically built 

for you. With Stressless, that’s 

possible. 

Our line of sofas and recliners 

boast a range of sizes. Some 

have matching designs, but 

the model names lets you keep 

them apart. Look closely at the 

Stressless® Granada on this 

page, and the Eldorado on the 

next, and you’ll se what we 

mean. They’re basically the 

same sofa, but the diff erence 

in size allows even more 

comfort-lovers to own one.
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Stressless® Eldorado shown in fabric 
Oasis Camel/Natural. Our complete range 
of models is shown on pages 62-67.
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STRESSLESS® ORION (M)
STRESSLESS® TAURUS (L)

STRESSLESS® PEGASUS MEDUIM
STRESSLESS® PEGASUS LARGE

HIGH BACK

STRESSLESS® PEGASUS MEDUIM 
STRESSLESS® PEGASUS LARGE

LOW BACK

Stressless® Pegasus Sofas and Stressless® Orion recliner shown in Batick Snow/wenge. Stressless® Taurus recliner 
shown in Paloma Black/Wenge. Ekornes® Pegasus table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

All recliners have headrests. Not all 

recliners have headrests that adjust 

to your every move, through every 

angle from upright to fl at, and make 

sure your neck has optimal support in 

every position. The height adjustable, 

patented Stressless® headrest just 

doesn’t behave like your run-of-the-

mill headrest. And you’ll feel it, from 

day one.

THERE TO BACK YOU UP
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STRESSLESS® ALPHA MEDIUM (M) and STRESSLESS® ALPHA LARGE (L) are shown in Paloma Black/Cherry. 
Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

IT DON’T MEAN A THING IF IT AINT GOT THAT SWING 

Why name a table swing? Because 

that’s what you do with it when you’re 

through using it. The Stressless® 

Swing table is another accessory that 

optimizes the pleasure of the world’s 

most comfortable recliner. This small, 

versatile table carries your remote, 

your cup, your book or whatever else 

you like to keep handy. It fi ts most 

recliners with our famous round base, 

except Stressless® Vision, Spirit, 

Dream, Jazz and Blues.

STRESSLESS® WING (M)/STRESSLESS® EAGLE (L)
shown in Paloma Black/Black. 
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A WINNING TEAM

Stressless® Wave MC23 shown in fabric Natura beige. Stressless® Pacifi c shown in 
Paloma ..../Natural. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

Gone are the days when we 

furnished our homes by chance. The 

Ekornes and Stressless® collections 

off er a broad range of designs that 

complement each other superbly in 

an interior. Many sofas have 

matching designs in the recliner 

section – the Stressless® Pacifi c 

recliner and the Stressless® Wave 

sofa is just one of our winning 

teams.

STRESSLESS® ATLANTIC (M)
STRESSLESS® PACIFIC (L)

STRESSLESS® WAVE 
HIGH BACK

STRESSLESS® WAVE 
LOW BACK
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STRESSLESS® ATLANTIC (M)
STRESSLESS® PACIFIC (L)

STRESSLESS® WAVE 
HIGH BACK

STRESSLESS® WAVE 
LOW BACK

LEGS THAT GO ALL THE WAY

The secret to great interior design lies in the attention to 

detail. Stressless® Wave is one of several models that 

features alternative legs. For Stressless® Wave, you can 

choose between four distinctive designs, allowing it to 

fi t in a wide variety of living spaces. (See page 61.)

Stressless® Wave sofas in Paloma ...../. Stressless® Atlantic recliner shown in Paloma Khaki/Wenge. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.
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STRESSLESS® CHELSEA (S)
STRESSLESS® MAYFAIR (M)

STRESSLESS® KENSINGTON (L)

STRESSLESS® BUCKINGHAM 
HIGH BACK

STRESSLESS® BUCKINGHAM 
LOW BACK

Stressless® Buckingham sofas and 
Stressless® Kensington recliner 
shown in Paloma ....../Natural.
Our complete range of models is 
shown on pages 62-67.

Carefully selected materials blend in a fi ne, full bodied design. In our cellar there’s one to please every palate, some with the 

exquisite whiff  of quality leather, others with richly textured surfaces.  Modern technology has made it possible to further mature 

a classic invention that has become an international symbol of comfort. Will keep for decades.

YOUR SEAT AT THE CHÂTEAU
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Stressless® Windsor sofas and Stressless® Mayfair recliner are shown in Paloma Green/Natural. 
Ekornes® Windsor sofatable. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

FIND YOUR INDIVIDUAL COMFORT ZONE

Someone asked: Why shouldn’t a sofa 

be as comfortable as a recliner? We 

saw no reason, so we created the 

Stressless® line of sofas, where every 

seatback is individually adjustable. 

That means you get a whole row of 

seats with the original Stressless® 

comfort. Bring a friend or two, and try 

one at your nearest Stressless® Studio 

today. After all, more heads think 

better than one.  

STRESSLESS® CHELSEA (S)
STRESSLESS® MAYFAIR (M)

STRESSLESS® KENSINGTON (L)

STRESSLESS® WINDSOR 2007
HIGH BACK

STRESSLESS® WINDSOR 2007
LOW BACK
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Stressless® and Ekornes is a 

complete seating concept, 

meaning the recliners and sofas 

are built on the same philosophy 

of comfort, and also around the 

same design platform. That 

makes it easy to furnish your 

surroundings in style. At your 

nearest Comfort studio you can 

see them all merrily together, or 

you could check the back of this 

catalogue to take your pick of 

complementing models.

MIX AND MATCH

Ekornes® Classic sofas and Stressless® Taurus recliner shown in Paloma Light Grey/Wenge. Ekornes® Combi tables. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

STRESSLESS® ORION (M)
STRESSLESS® TAURUS (L)

EKORNES® CLASSIC
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Ekornes® Classic shown in ......./Wenge.  Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

Not all textiles can become a Stressless 

textile. In fact, it took our international group 

of experts more than a year to narrow it down 

to those few qualities that meet the demands 

of our new textile series. On top of being 

fl ame retardant, environmentally friendly, 

super strong and still smooth, they also have 

to follow the latest trends in color and texture. 

We pride ourselves in thinking they’re the 

best and most comfortable on the market.

Why not combine textiles and leather in a 

dynamic home environment? The colours and 

textures of our new textile series blend 

perfectly with a leather upholstery. For 

examples, see Stressless® Arion on p. 17 or 

Stressless® Wave on p. 35.

THINK FABRICS
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The Ekornes® Oslo sofa lets you choose 

between wood trim or a   padded leather 

front. This fi xed   back sofa with its timeless 

design can easily be matched to your decor 

or other furniture.

STRESSLESS® TAMPA (S)
STRESSLESS® RENO (M)
STRESSLESS® VEGAS (L)

EKORNES® OSLO
WITH PADDED LEATHER

Ekornes® Oslo  are shown in fabric Natura Green and Oasis Green. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

FREEDOM OF CHOICE

EKORNES® OSLO
WITH WOOD
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Ekornes® Manhatten sofas shown in Paloma Grey/Natural. Stressless® Reno recliner shown in Paloma Green.

Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

Our new Stressless® ottoman is ingenious in at least two ways: it has a built-in tilt system, 

making sure the angle of the ottoman adapts to your sitting position so you rest more comfort-

ably, and under its removable top, it also has room for your remotes, magazines and all those   

little extras.

FOLLOWS YOUR EVERY MOVE

Stressless® Eldorado and Ekornes® Manhattan shown in Paloma Sand/Wenge.

EKORNES® MANHATTANSTRESSLESS® ELDORADO 2007STRESSLESS® TAMPA (S)
STRESSLESS® RENO (M)
STRESSLESS® VEGAS (L)
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STRESSLESS® SUNRISE MEDIUM and  STRESSLESS® SUNRISE LARGE recliners shown in Paloma Grey/Natural. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

COMFORTABLY ONLINE

A laptop is a brilliant thing, and what 

better place to enjoy its possibilities 

than in your favorite recliner. Problem 

is, your thighs will start to burn in no 

time as the computer gets hot. The 

ultimate solution is called Stressless® 

PC table. It provides a fi rm, stable 

workspace directly above your lap. 

You are free to move around, and can 

enjoy an ergonomic working position. 

Modern life makes it indispensable.

STRESSLESS® MAMPHIS (M)
STRESSLESS® SAVANNAH (L)

shown in Paloma Citrus/Wenge.
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Stressless® Space SCA 121 
shown in Paloma Grey/Wenge. 
Stressless® Double ottoman. 
Our complete range of models 
is shown on pages 62-67.

Your living room has one huge 

advantage that no movie theatre can 

best: The chance to experience the 

ultimate in home cinema comfort. 

Because let’s face it – the seats at the 

movies have some way to go before 

they can compete with a Stressless® 

home cinema setup.

A Stressless® home cinema setup 

caters not only to your physical 

pleasure centers; it brings tidiness 

and smart looks to the front row. 

Everyone has a table within reach, 

and the ottoman has a clever hidden 

storage compartment. The high, 

adjustable back and neck support 

puts you in the ideal viewing and 

listening angle no matter where you 

sit or how much you recline, and the 

lumbar support has literally got your 

back – all the way through hours of 

luxury at the movies.

WHERE NO MOVIE THEATRE 

HAS GONE BEFORE
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11

W

W

W

W

W

Stressless® SPACE SC 121 shown in Classic Vanilla/steel hoops. 
Stressless® SPACE SC 111 shown in Classic Vanilla/steel hoops. 
Stressless® Double ottoman.

All home cinemas, big or small, can fi t a Stressless® home 

cinema setup. The genius lies in the fl exible modules, 

which fi t together in a whole array of no-fuss solutions. 

Pick your favorite model, and see the size and positioning 

chart below to fi nd your ideal arrangement. Front, center 

and aisle – they all feel equally good.

EVERYONE GETS FRONT ROW

The Stressless® corner table 
(CT) combines the need for a 
table with the need for 
individual  positioning of the 
chairs and sofas. The corner 
table is free-standing, allowing 
you to  re organise the furniture 
when needed.

Stressless® home cinema solutions can be arranged in many ways according to your space and size requirements. These illustrations show the most popular arrangements. 

See www.stressless.co.uk for a complete overview and measurements for each model.

Stressless® Arion 2007

CT 11,  W:236 

CT 12,  W:287 

CT 111,  W:351 

CT 22,  W:338

CT 121,  W:406

Stressless® Space 

CT 11,  W:270 

CT 12,  W:329 

CT 111,  W:393 

CT 22,  W:387

CT 121,  W:455

Stressless® Wave

CT 11,  W:236 

CT 12,  W:288 

CT 111,  W:348 

CT 22,  W:340

CT 121,  W:403

Stressless® Pegasus

CT 11,  W:248 

CT 12,  W:308 

CT 111,  W:384 

CT 22,  W:366

CT 121,  W:446

W

W

W

W

W

Stressless® Arion 2007

SC 11,  W:186 

SC 12,  W:240 

SC 111,  W:278 

SC 22,  W:294

SC 121,  W:333

Stressless® Space 

SC 11,  W:211 

SC 12,  W:274 

SC 111,  W:310 

SC 22,  W:338

SC 121,  W:374

Stressless® Wave

SC 11,  W:188 

SC 12,  W:242 

SC 111,  W:278 

SC 22,  W:296

SC 121,  W:333

Stressless® Arion 2007

SC 11,  W:186 

SC 12,  W:240 

SC 111,  W:278 

SC 22,  W:294

SC 121,  W:333

Stressless® Space 

SC 11,  W:211 

SC 12,  W:274 

SC 111,  W:310 

SC 22,  W:338

SC 121,  W:374

Stressless® Wave

SC 11,  W:188 

SC 12,  W:242 

SC 111,  W:278 

SC 22,  W:296

SC 121,  W:333

W

W

W

W

W

The Stressless® sector (SC) is 
upholstered like the sofa and 
hides a storage space under its 
top. The sector also functions 
as an armrest, which is why set-
ups with sector tables should 
be treated as a fi xed unit.

11

22

SCA 121
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Blues Brothers © 1980 Universal Pictures. All Rights Reserved

What kind of music do you usually have here? 

Oh, we got both kinds. We got country and western.

The Blues Brothers
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Did you know that you move more 

than 300 times while watching a 

movie? All those unconscious twists 

and jerks have to be dealt with, or 

you’ll end up feeling tired and 

restless. A Stressless® home cinema 

system adjusts to your every move, 

and has the patented Plus system 

which lets the neck support move in 

parallel to the lumbar support. Add 

height adjustable headrests, and 

you’re good to go for hours in front of 

the screen.

BE ONE WITH THE ACTION

Stressless® Wave CT121 shown in Batick 
Snow/Wenge. Stressless® Oval ottoman. 
Our complete range of models is shown on 
pages 62-67.
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Forrest Gump TM & © 1994 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved

Life is like a box of chocolate. You never know what you get.

Notice how remotes, popcorn, sweets 

and other valuable items tend to 

clutter your home cinema? With a 

Stressless® home cinema setup, 

that’s no longer a problem. Place 

them on, or even inside the double 

ottoman or the sector table and 

armrest. You see: when we make 

furniture, it’s all thought through – all 

the way to a happy ending.

Stressless® Arion SC11 shown in Classic Vanilla/steel. Stressless® Double 
ottoman. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 62-67.

ENJOYMENT IS WITHIN REACH
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BATICK
Is a corrected, pigmented and 

grain-embossed upholstery 

leather, with most of its 

natural marks removed. The 

protective layer of lacquer 

allows spillages to be removed 

easily. Simple to clean and 

attractively priced, Batick is 

a popular choice for people 

who need a more hard-

wearing leather. 

Important information if you are 

buying Batick leather furniture: 

As leather is a natural product, 

colour nuances are normal and 

colours might vary slightly from 

one product to another. Colour 

change will occur with time, due 

to use and the eff ect of light, even 

though Batick leather is the most 

resistant to colour fading. The 

layer of lacquer protects the 

furniture and makes it easy to 

clean. Remember that furniture 

should be protected from direct 

sunlight and heating sources.

CLASSIC
A corrected, pigmented and 

grain-embossed upholstery 

leather that’s thicker than 

Batick with a larger pebbled 

grain. Most of the natural 

marks are removed. However, 

some may still show. 

A protective layer of lacquer 

makes it easy to clean and 

most types of spillages are 

easily removed. This also 

makes Classic a popular 

choice for people who need 

a more robust leather. 

Important information if you are 

buying Classic leather furniture:

As leather is a natural product, 

colour nuances are normal and 

colours might vary slightly from 

one product to another. Colour 

change will occur with time, due 

to use and the eff ect of light, even 

though Classic leather is very 

resistant to colour fading. 

The layer of lacquer protects the 

furniture and makes it easy to 

clean. Remember that furniture 

should be protected from direct 

sunlight and heating sources.

PALOMA
An upholstery leather with 

a combination of dyes and 

pigments in the fi nish, Paloma 

has a natural grain pattern 

and natural marks. The light 

fi nishing treatment improves 

the physical properties and 

gives a more uniform colour. 

Paloma has been developed 

to produce a rich, comfortable 

feel. Paloma is the perfect 

choice for people looking for 

a soft, authentic appearance 

from a leather that breathes 

well. 

Important information if you are 

buying Paloma leather furniture: 

As leather is a natural product, 

colour nuances are normal and 

colours might vary slightly from 

one product to another. Colour 

change will occur with time, due 

to use and the eff ect of light. 

Remember that furniture should 

be protected from direct sunlight 

and heating sources. Marks left by 

scars and insect bites are natural 

features of this leather.

ROYALIN
The most exclusive type of 

Ekornes® upholstery leather, 

Royalin has a natural 

pebbled grain fi nish and 

visible natural marks. 

We give it a very light surface 

treatment for protection. 

Royalin has a soft touch, 

‘breathability’ and a rich warm 

glow that characterises this 

natural top-quality leather. 

 
Important information if you are 

buying Royalin leather furniture:

As leather is a natural product, 

colour nuances are normal and 

colours might vary slightly from 

one product to another. The 

leather is sensitive to direct 

sunlight, stains and perspiration, 

and colour change will occur with 

time due to use and the eff ect of 

light. Remember that furniture 

should be protected from direct 

sunlight and heating sources. 

Marks left by scars and insect 

bites are a natural feature of 

leather with natural grain. 

Fabric
Stressless® off ers you a completely new feeling of comfort; four contemporary, warm and 

luxurious fabric collections that complement our range of four leather categories. Choose from 

Cocon, Natura, Oasis and Plasidus ranges, all available in a wide range of colours on specially 

chosen models, so you’ll fi nd the perfect match for any interior. 

About fabric
Please note that we recommend the use of fabric on selected models only, and that colour changes 

will occur with time, as a result of use and the eff ect of light. Furniture should be protected from 

direct sunlight. To prolong the life and the appearance of the furniture, the fabric upholstery should 

be regularly vacuumed and professionally dry cleaned.

EKORNES® OFFERS FOUR CATEGORIES OF LEATHER. IN A SELECTION OF BEAUTIFUL COLOURS.

The following applies with all Ekornes® leathers:
•   All our leather qualities and colours are through-dyed.

•   Some colours have been enhanced with a two-tone eff ect.  

•   Colour nuances are normal.

•   Leather absorbs moisture and breathes.  

•   Colour changes will occur with time due to use and the eff ect of light.

Apply Leather Protection Cream (which is supplied with our furniture) 
to all surfaces, headrests, armrests, seats, etc., approximately twice 
a year (or when the leather is dry). The cream impregnates the leather 
and obstructs/delays the absorption of grease and perspiration. Carry 
out regular cleaning with a cloth moistened with mild leather cleaner. 
Never clean with a microfi bre cloth. The ability of microfi bre cloths to 
remove grease may cause damage to leather furniture.

About leather
Leather is a beautiful and vibrant upholstery material. The ‘colour play’ 
in leather and its natural marks make each piece of furniture unique. 
Leather upholstery ages with style, gathering patina. However, it’s 
important that you are aware that although leather furniture is very 
hardwearing it will change in appearance over the years.
Please be advised that bright white leathers are subject to greater
risk of discolouring when in use, for instance through repeated rubbing 
against strongly coloured clothes. Ekornes can not accept liability 
for such damages. Please be cautious.

About us
Ekornes® is one of Europe’s major users of upholstery leather, and 
hides are bought from leading tanneries throughout the world. Our 
own inspectors are part of a rigorous selection process, which includes 
the most stringent international standards as a minimum requirement 
for quality control. You benefi t from our experience of this process 
when you buy Stressless® and Ekornes® leather furniture. 

The wood colour 
Our wood fi nishes are made from laminated European beech, a light-coloured 

wood with an attractive grain, eminently suitable for staining in various colours. 

The hardness of the wood makes beech furniture extremely durable.

ALTERNATIVE LEGS

Distinct designs to choose from, to match your own interior and taste.

Steel leg, round

Arion

Space

Wave

Sector

Big Corner

Medium Corner

Steel hoop

Space

Wave

Wooden hoop 

(laminated)

Space

Wave

Wooden leg, square

Space

Wave

Big Corner

Medium Corner

Stressless® Jazz leg

Space

Steel hoop

Arion

Wooden hoop 

Arion

Wooden leg, round

Arion

Space

Wave

Sector

Big Corner

Medium Corner
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Modern Ottoman (M)

W:51 H:44 D:40

Modern Ottoman (L) 

W:60 H:44 D:60

Chair (M)

W:107 H:97/107 D:81

Chair (L)

W:107 H:97/107 D:81

Seat height 44

2 Seater (M)

W:171 H:97/107 D:81

2 Seater (L)

W:171 H:97/107 D:81

Seat height 44

3 Seater (M)

W:235 H:97/107 D:81

3 Seater (L)

W:235 H:97/107 D:81

Seat height 44

Chair (M)

W:107 H:83 D:81

Chair (L)

W:107 H:83 D:81

Seat height 44

2 Seater (M)

W:171 H:83 D:81

2 Seater (L)

W:171 H:83 D:81

Seat height 44

3 Seater (M)

W:235 H:83 D:81

3 Seater (L)

W:235 H:83 D:81

Seat height 44

Big Corner, 

W:141 H:78 D:138

Seat height 44

Stressless® Atlantic (M) 

Stressless® Pacifi c (L)

Stool

W:51 H:44 D:40

Modern Ottoman (L) 

W:60 H:44 D:60

Chair

W:91 H:101 D:81

Seat height 44

2 Seater

W:146 H:101 D:81

Seat height 44

3 Seater

W:201 H:101 D:81

Seat height 44

Chair

W:91 H:84 D:81

Seat height 44

2 Seater

W:146 H:84 D:81

Seat height 44

3 Seater

W:201 H:84 D:81

Seat height 44

Stressless® Orion (M) 

Stressless® Taurus (L)

Stressless® Wave
High back

Stressless® Wave
Low back

Stressless® Space
High back

Stressless® Space
Low back

Stressless® Orion (M) 

Stressless® Taurus (L)

Modern Ottoman (M)

W:51 H:44 D:40

Modern Ottoman (L) 

W:60 H:44 D:60

Chair 

W:88 H:99/109 D:87

Seat height 44

2 Seater 

W:143 H:99/109 D:87

Seat height 44

3 Seater

W:198 H:99/109 D:87

Seat height 44

Chair

W:88 H:85 D:87

Seat height 44

2 Seater

W:143 H:85 D:87

Seat height 44

3 Seater

W:198 H:85 D:87

Seat height 44

Stressless® Arion 2007
High back

Adjustable headrest

Medium Corner, 

W:136 H:74 D:112

Seat height 44

Individually reclining seats

Stressless® Arion 2007
Low back

All measurements in cm.

Sector

W:43 D:78

Stressless® Vision (S) 

Stressless® Dream (M) 

Stressless® Spirit (L)

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:53 H:44 D:49

Soft Ottoman (L)

W:61 H:44 D:70

Chair (M)
W:116 H:102/112 D:89

Chair (L)
W:116 H:102/112 D:89

Seat height 46

2 Seater (M)
W:180 H:102/112 D:89

2 Seater (L)
W:180 H:102/112 D:89

Seat height 46

3 Seater (M)
W:244 H:102/112 D:89

3 Seater (L)
W:244 H:102/112 D:89

Seat height 46

Chair (M)
W:116 H:86 D:89

Chair (L)
W:116 H:86 D:89
Seat height 46

2 Seater (M)
W:180 H:86 D:89

2 Seater (L)
W:180 H:86 D:89
Seat height 46

3 Seater (M)
W:244 H:86 D:89

3 Seater (L)
W:244 H:86 D:89
Seat height 46

Stressless® Paradise
High back

Stressless® Paradise
Low back

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:53 H:44 D:49

Soft Ottoman (L)

W:61 H:44 D:70

Chair 

W:99 H:84 D:78

Seat height 43

2 Seater 

W:154 H:84 D:78

Seat height 43

3 Seater 

W:209 H:84 D:78

Seat height 43

Stressless® Eldorado 2007
High back

Stressless® Tampa (S)

Stressless® Reno (M)

Stressless® Vegas (L)

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:53 H:44 D:49

Soft Ottoman (L)

W:61 H:44 D:70

Chair 

W:108 H:84 D:78

Seat height 44

2 Seater

W:172 H:84 D:78

Seat height 44

3 Seater

W:236 H:84 D:78

Seat height 44

Stressless® Granada 2007
High back

Stressless® Tampa (S)

Stressless® Reno (M)

Stressless® Vegas (L)

Chair 

W:99 H:100/110 D:78

Seat height 43

2 Seater

W:154 H:100/110 D:78

Seat height 43

3 Seater

W:209 H:100/110 D:78

Seat height 43

Chair 

W:108 H:100/110 D:78

Seat height 44

2 Seater

W:172 H:100/110 D:78

Seat height 44

3 Seater

W:236 H:100/110 D:78

Seat height 44

Stressless® Arion 2007  BC 23, W:315  BC 22, W:260  MC 23, W:298  MC 22, W:243

Stressless® Paradise  BC 23, W:351  BC 22, W:287  MC 23, W:336  MC 22, W:272

Stressless® Wave  BC 23, W:317  BC 22, W:262  MC 23, W:300   MC 22, W:245

Stressless® Space  BC 23, W:347   BC 22, W:283  MC 23, W:330   MC 22, W:266

Stressless® Eldorado 2007 BC 23, W:319   BC 22, W:265   MC 23, W:303    MC 22, W:248

Stressless® Granada 2007  BC 23, W:348   BC 22, W:284   MC 23, W:331    MC 22, W:267

W W W W

Stressless® Eldorado 2007
Low back

Stressless® Granada 2007
Low back
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Modern Ottoman (M)

W:51 H:44 D:40

Modern Ottoman (L) 

W:60 H:44 D:60

Chair (M)

W:103 H:100/110 D:83

Chair (L)

W:103 H:100/110 D:83

Seat height 44

2 Seater (M)

W:167 H:100/110 D:83

2 Seater (L)

W:167 H:100/110 D:83

Seat height 44

3 Seater (M)

W:231 H:100/110 D:83

3 Seater (L)

W:231 H:100/110 D:83

Seat height 44

Chair (M)

W:103 H:84 D:83

Chair (L)

W:103 H:84 D:83

Seat height 44

2 Seater (M)

W:167 H:84 D:83

2 Seater (L)

W:167 H:84 D:83

Seat height 44

3 Seater (M)

W:231 H:84 D:83

3 Seater (L)

W:231 H:84 D:83

Seat height 44

Stressless® Orion (M) 

Stressless® Taurus (L)

Stressless® Pegasus
High back

Stressless® Pegasus
Low back

Stressless® Chelsea (S)

Stressless® Mayfair (M)

Stressless® Kensington (L)

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:53 H:44 D:49

Soft Ottoman (L)

W:64 H:44 D:70

Chair 

W:106 H:103 D:81

Seat height 43

2 Seater 

W:170 H:103 D:81

Seat height 43

3 Seater

W:234 H:103 D:81

Seat height 43

Chair 

W:106 H:86 D:81

Seat height 43

2 Seater 

W:170 H:86 D:81

Seat height 43

3 Seater

W:234 H:86 D:81

Seat height 43

Stressless® Buckingham
High back

Stressless® Buckingham
Low back

Stressless® Chelsea (S) 

Stressless® Mayfair (M) 

Stressless® Kensington (L) 

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:53 H:44 D:49

Soft Ottoman (L)

W:64 H:44 D:70

Chair 

W:94 H:103 D:82

Seat height 43

2 Seater

W:149 H:103 D:82

Seat height 43

3 Seater

W:204 H:103 D:82

Seat height 43

Chair 

W:94 H:87 D:82

Seat height 43

2 Seater 

W:149 H:87 D:82

Seat height 43

3 Seater

W:204 H:87 D:82

Seat height 43

Stressless® Windsor 2007
High back

Stressless® Windsor 2007
Low back

All measurements in cm.

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:53 H:44 D:49

Modern Ottoman (M)

W:51 H:44 D:40

Soft Ottoman (L)

W:64 H:44 D:70

Modern Ottoman (L) 

W:60 H:44 D:60

Chair

W:103 H:79 D:91

Seat height 44

Chair

W:85 H:80 D:87

Seat height 46

2 Seater

W:161 H:79 D:91

Seat height 44

2 Seater

W:143 H:80 D:87

Seat height 46

3 Seater

W:219 H:79 D:91

Seat height 44

3 Seater

W:201 H:80 D:87

Seat height 46

Stressless® Tampa (S)

Stressless® Reno (M)

Stressless® Vegas (L)

Stressless® Orion (M)

Stressless® Taurus (L)

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:53 H:44 D:49

Chair 

W:102 H:80 D:92

Seat height 47

3 Seater

W:172 H:80 D:92

Seat height 47

4 Seater

W:217 H:80 D:92

Seat height 47

Stressless® Tampa (S)

Stressless® Reno (M)

Stressless® Vegas (L)

Soft Ottoman (L)

W:64 H:44 D:70

Ekornes® Manhattan Ekornes® Oslo

c 23/32 

W:214 W:257 H:80 D:92

Seat height 47

Ekornes® Classic
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EKORNES® WINDSOR TABLE 

Made from beech. Natural or 

stained in the following colours: 

Mahogany, Teak, Cherry, Brown, 

Wenge and Black. 

EKORNES® PEGASUS TABLE 

Made from beech. Natural or 

stained in the following col-

ours: Mahogany, Teak, Cherry, 

Brown, Wenge and Black. 

EKORNES® ELLIPSE TABLE

This fl exible easy-to-move table 

is ideal, because when you’re in 

your ‘comfort zone’ you can easily 

reach everything you need.

ARMREST TABLE 

This neat idea is made for the

Stressless® Arion, Stressless® 

Space and Stressless® Wave. Put 

it on the armrest when you sit 

down and take it off or move it 

when you go.

EKORNES® CORNER TABLE  

This practical table is made 

especially for home cinema 

arrangements, but it’s suitable 

for any corner set-up. 

EKORNES® JAZZ TABLE 

The Ekornes® Jazz tables are made specifi cally 

to match Stressless® Jazz recliners. Choose 

between the round or rectangular versions, 

or the clever corner table that fi ts perfectly 

between two recliners.

D:105 H:45W:140 D:90 H:45 W:59 D:68 H:49

W:132 D:70 H:48W:127 D:77 H:48

W:49 D:38 H:62 W:25 D:23 H:10,5W:60 D:69 H:48

Stressless® Blues Medium (M)
Chair, W:84 H:99/109 D:75
Seat height 40/44/48
Stool, W:54 H:45 D:37

Stressless® Blues Large (L)
Chair, W:93 H:102/112 D:75
Seat height 41/45/49
Stool, W:54 H:45 D:37

Stressless® Jazz Medium (M)
Chair, W:84 H:99/109 D:75
Seat height 40/44/48
Stool, W:54 H:45 D:37

Stressless® Jazz Large (L)
Chair, W:93 H:102/112 D:75
Seat height 41/45/49
Stool, W:54 H:45 D:37

Stressless® Royal Medium (M)
Chair, W:88 H:100 D:77
Seat height 40
Stool, W:56 H:40 D:42

Stressless® Royal Large (L)
Chair, W:88 H:100 D:77
Seat height 40
Stool, W:56 H:40 D:42

Stressless® Atlantic (M)
Chair, W:76 H:99 D:75
Seat height 43
Stool, W:53 H:41 D:37

Stressless® Pacifi c (L)
Chair, W:85 H:99 D:84
Seat height 43
Stool, W:53 H:41 D:37

Stressless® Memphis (M)
Chair, W:76 H:100/110 D:75
Seat height 42
Stool, W:57 H:44 D:50

Stressless® Savannah (L)
Chair, W:85 H:100/110 D:78
Seat height 42
Stool, W:57 H:44 D:50

Stressless® Alpha Medium (M)
Chair, W:76 H:99 D:74
Seat height 43
Stool, W:53 H:40 D:37

Stressless® Alpha Large (L)
Chair, W:89 H:99 D:74
Seat height 43
Stool, W:53 H:40 D:37

Stressless® Orion (M)
Chair, W:76 H:96/106 D:74
Seat height 45
Stool, W:53 H:41 D:37

Stressless® Taurus (L)
Chair, W:84 H:96/106 D:74
Seat height 45
Stool, W:53 H:41 D:37

Stressless® Wing (M)
Chair, W:75 H:101 D:71
Seat height 39
Stool, W:54 H:38 D:38

Stressless® Eagle (L)
Chair, W:84 H:102 D:76
Seat height 42
Stool, W:54 H:38 D:38

Stressless® Vision (S) 
Chair, W:79 H:100/110 D:76
Seat height 45
Stool, W:55 H:38 D:39

Stressless® Dream (M)
Chair, W:86 H:101/111 D:82
Seat height 46
Stool, W:57 H:44 D:50

Stressless® Spirit (L)
Chair, W:92 H:101/111 D:82
Seat height 46
Stool, W:57 H:44 D:50

Stressless® Chelsea (S) 
Chair, W:75 H:100 D:73
Seat height 40
Stool, W:55 H:38 D:39

Stressless® Mayfair (M)
Chair, W:81 H:103 D:73
Seat height 40
Stool, W:55 H:38 D:39

Stressless® Kensington (L)
Chair, W:90 H:103 D:77
Seat height 42
Stool, W:55 H:38 D:39

Stressless® Tampa (S) 
Chair, W:75 H:96/106 D:75
Seat height 40
Stool, W:58 H:40 D:45

Stressless® Reno (M)
Chair, W:80 H:98/108 D:75
Seat height 40
Stool, W:58 H:40 D:45

Stressless® Vegas (L)
Chair, W:88 H:99/109 D:78
Seat height 42
Stool, W:58 H:40 D:45

Stressless® Diplomat (S)
Chair, W:72 H:94 D:70
Seat height 38
Stool, W:54 H:38 D:39

Stressless® Consul (M)
Chair, W:75 H:100 D:71
Seat height 40
Stool, W:54 H:38 D:39

Stressless® Ambassador (L)
Chair, W:85  H:100 D:77
Seat height 42
Stool, W:54 H:38 D:39

Stressless® Sunrise Medium (S)
Chair, W:77 H:105 D:73
Seat height 42
Stool, W:57 H:39 D:40

Stressless® Sunrise Medium (M)
Chair, W:77 H:105 D:73
Seat height 42
Stool, W:57 H:39 D:40

Stressless® Sunrise Large (L)
Chair, W:86 H:105 D:78
Seat height 43
Stool, W:57 H:39 D:40

STRESSLESS® 

ELEVATOR RING

The Stressless® elevator 

ring adds an extra 3.5 cm 

sitting height, and is your 

key to comfort if you need 

extra height. Just snap it 

on: no tools are required.

STRESSLESS® FOOTSTOOL 

ELEVATOR RING

The Stressless® footstool 

elevator ring adds 3.5 cm 

to the height. Fits all 

footstools produced after 

1 March 2004.

HARD FLOOR 

PROTECTOR 

Self-adhesive 

felt for use 

under the 

base as fl oor 

protection.

All measurements in cm.

STRESSLESS® MODERN AND STRESSLESS® SOFT OTTOMAN

Our new ottoman is ingenious in at least two ways. It has 

a built-in tilt system, which makes sure the angle of the 

ottoman adjusts to your sitting position. It also has room 

for all the extras, under its removable top. The ottoman 

comes in two sizes.

STRESSLESS® OVAL OTTOMAN

The Stressless® oval ottoman has a removable pillow, 

so it doubles up as a convenient table. When you 

don’t need it to rest your feet on, simply store it 

below the tabletop. W:94 H:47 D:49

STRESSLESS® DOUBLE OTTOMAN

The large ottoman offers ample space to put your feet 

up, and the storage space hides an extra tabletop 

which can be placed on the ottoman when needed.

W:119/154 H:48 D:61


